Introduction:
Genomics is a discipline in genetics concerned with the study of the genomes of organisms. The field includes efforts to determine the entire DNA sequence of organisms and fine-scale genetic mapping. The field also includes studies of intra genomic phenomena such as heterosis, epistasis, pleiotropy and other interactions between loci and alleles within the genome. There are two types of genomics-Structural and Functional genomics. Cystic fibrosis is an inherited disease of your secretory glands, including the glands that make mucus and sweat. "Inherited" means that the disease is passed through the genes from parents to children. People who have cystic fibrosis inherit two faulty cystic fibrosis genes-one from each parent. The parents likely don't have the disease themselves. [1] Cystic fibrosis mostly affects the lungs, .pancreas, liver, intestines, sinuses, and sex organs. . [2] Other times, your symptoms may become more severe. Sickle cell disease is an inherited blood disorder that affects nearly 100,000 people in the United States. Red blood cells contain hemoglobin, a protein that carries oxygen in the blood. Normal red blood cells are round and flexible, which enables them to travel through small blood vessels to deliver oxygen to all parts of the body. [3] Alzheimer's disease is an irreversible, progressive brain disease. It is characterized by the development of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, the loss of connections between nerve cells, or neurons, in the brain, and the death of these nerve cells. There are two types of Alzheimer's-early-onset and late-onset. Both types have a genetic component. [4] Methods:
1. Sequence Retrieval from NCBI: Sequence details of the target gene for cystic fibrosis are retrieved from NCBI. 2. Similarity search is performed using BLAST. 3. The sequence of gene is saved in FASTA format for further use in comparison. 4 . Genes from other diseases are selected so that it can be compared with gene causing cystic fibrosis using comparative tools. Alzheimer's disease and sickle cell disease are chosen and their sequence details of target gene are retrieved from NCBI. 5. Alzheimer's disease: gene sequence is retrieved from NCBI. 6. Gene sequence is saved in FASTA format for further use. 7. Sickle cell Disease: gene sequence is retrieved from NCBI. 8. Gene sequence is saved in FASTA format. 9. Now, with these sequences in FASTA format, comparison is done using tools.
Results:
T-COFFEE: Result of T-Coffee tool which is a multiple sequence alignment program which allows us to combine results obtained with several alignment methods, is shown below. First sequence is entered or pasted in any supported format, then it is submitted to get results of comparison.
Result is obtained as follows, where red color of bases shows the sequence similarity T-Coffee result in colour format is shown below.
PAIRWISE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT-EMBOSS NEEDLE:
It is used to identify regions of similarity that may indicate functional, structural or evolutionary relationships between two biological sequences. Result of EMBOSS Needle are as follows. Sequence is entered and submitted.
Result of EMBOSS Needle of sequence of Alzheimer's disease and Cystic fibrosis.
Here, ------represents gaps and dot will represent the mismatch of the sequences whereas lines between two sequences shows the similarity. In the shown figure number of similar bases are 145. Mentioned figure shows that there are 41 mismatches. Result of EMBOSS Needle for the sequence of Sickle cell disease and Alzheimer's disease.
Result in VISTA track format.
Comparing sequences of the three diseases by using VISTA TOOL, it is clear that untranslated sequence is observed only in Sickle cell disease at position Chromosome11 between 5,203,272 -5,204,876. Exons and CNS is observed in all three sequences. So, by using these tools we analyze gene of our interest and compare it with many other sequences to get the similarity results which is biologically very useful in different aspects of life.
Discussion:
When sequencing is done using different tools, then it is noticeable that two or more sequence varies with respect to each other by very few bases. Knowing these variations and their positions, possible actions can be taken to exploit these sequences or if these causes disease then drugs can be made accordingly. Different tools give results in different format. Like in T coffee and in Clustal-W color variation shows the sequence variation. In pair wise alignment tool ----represents gaps and … represents mismatch. In Dotlet each pixel represents a score and high score means good match. In genome vista similarity is shown graph wise. Gene similarity results are very useful and can be used for different research work.
Conclusion:
Sequence comparison based on T-Coffee Version 8.9 was having consensus similarity of 33 score in which first sequence was having 35 score, second sequence was having 19 score and third sequence of score 35. When sequence is compared with T-Coffee then multiple sequences can be taken at a time while with the Pair wise Alignment Tool, two sequences is taken at a time. In T-Coffee similarity is Maximum for Adenine but it is not in the case of Pair wise Alignment Tool. In T-Coffee result, score is obtained for the similarity but score is not obtained in Pair wise Alignment TOOL. During the genomic sequence comparison of Cystic Fibrosis with Alzheimer's disease 19 amino acids were found to be similar in one window. While in case of AD with SCD there were 20 amino acids similar. So the maximum genomic similarity is for AD with SCD. When sequence of three diseases is compared by VISTA TOOL, then UTR is observed only in SCD at position of Chromosome 11 between 5,203,272 -5,204,876. Exons and CNS are observed in all three sequences.
